
A General Version
of CroWs Shadow Volumes

Philippe Bergeron, Digital Productions*

Shadows can be a problem in generating realistic
images. They are visible from the viewpoint but
invisible from the light source. Shadow casting
vastly improves realism and gives useful informa-
tion about relationships between objects, but the
technique itself is extremely complex. It was for this
reason that early implementations of shading algo-
rithms eliminated the need for shadows, assuming
that the light source was positioned at the observer's
point of view. If more than one light source was
used, the environment was generated as if it were a
cloudy day with diffuse illumination.

These constraints were clearly unacceptable in
some cases. Shadow casting was vital to applica-
tions that called for a realistic appearance, such as
computer-animated sequences for flight simulation
or for entertainment.
In 1977, Frank Crow documented existing shadow-

generation methods and presented a technique for
shadow casting that was based on shadow volumes.'
He found that three classes of shadow generation
methods were prevalent:

1. shadow computation during display
2. polygon shadow generation based on clipping

transformation
3. shadow volumes
In 1978 Lance Williams introduced a fourth class:2
4. z-buffer shadow computation

and in 1980 Turner Whitted presented the fifth:3

5. generation of shadows using rays

'Digital Productions is a division of Omnibus Simulations. The
work described in this article was done at Universite de Montreal
in Canada.
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Hidden-Surface
Algorithm

Table 1 shows typical hidden-surface algorithms
that can be associated with each class. Other spe-

cific conditions were addressed by Liu, Burton, and
Campbell4 and by Max.
The technique described here, which we devel-

oped at the Universite de Montreal, is a general
version of Crow's shadow-volume technique. It
permits shadow casting in an unconstrained en-

vironment, while still allowing interpenetration of
polygons and any number of light sources anywhere
in 3D space-features of Crow's original version. It
was used in the 35-mm, 3D animated short film
Tony de Peltrie, which was shown at the close of the
SIGGRAPH 85 Film and Video Show.

Shadow-generation techniques
We will now look at the five classes of shadow-

generation techniques in more detail. The general
version of Crow's algorithm is categorized in Class
3.

Class 1

Shadow computation during display, the first
method ever used, has been demonstrated inde-
pendently by Appel7 and Bouknight and Kelley.8
Basically, shadow boundaries on polygons are de-
tected by a scan-line algorithm while the image is
displayed. The boundaries are formed by projecting
potential shadow edges onto the polygon being
scanned. Shadow edges are then projected onto the
image plane. The color of a scan segment changes
when it crosses the edge of a shadow.

Class 2
Polygon shadow generation involves two passes

through an object-space hidden-surface algorithm.
The first pass separates shadowed and unshadowed
polygons. Polygons partially shadowed are divided

by determining the hidden surfaces from the view-
point of the light source. The colors of shadowed
polygons are modified. The second pass processes
the altered data from the normal viewpoint. The
best known algorithm of this class is named Ather-
ton-Weiler?

Class 3
The third class of algorithm was introduced by

Crow., It consists of constructing shadow volumes,
which can be defined as the invisible volume of
space swept out by the shadow of an object. In the
scan-line process the shadow polygons forming the
volumes are treated as an invisible surface that,
when pierced, causes a transition into or out of an
object's shadow.
Shapiro Brotman and Badler developed a method

for generating soft shadows by combining a z-
buffer algorithm with shadow volumes.I0

Class 4
The z-buffer shadow computation approach, in-

troduced by Williams,7 works with a z-buffer hid-
den-surface algorithm. A view from each light
source is constructed, and the z values are stored. A
view of the scene is then constructed from the
observer's point of view. The x-y-z position of each
point in the observer's view is then tested for
visibility by transforming it to each light source. If
the point is not visible to the light source, it is in
shadow.

Class 5
The fifth class of shadow-generation techniques,

presented by Whitted,3 involves a ray-tracing hid-
den-surface algorithm. For each pixel a ray is
created. The ray goes from the eye, passes through
the pixel, and stops when a model is encountered. A
new ray is directed toward the light source. If a new
model is pierced before reaching the light source,

the pixel is in shadow; otherwise it is not. This idea
obviously extends to more than one light source,

but it is extremely costly in terms of computation
time.
Ray tracing is a very powerful shading technique

that lends itself naturally to the casting of shadows
(as well as to transparency and refraction). Any type
of model can be used in ray tracing (polygons,
patches, simple types, etc.).
For a polygonal database, the ray-tracing tech-

nique, like our general version of Crow's algorithm,
allows any shape of model or polygon. However,
displaying large polygonal databases with ray trac-
ing takes too much time to be practical-which is
why we developed a general shadow algorithm
compatible with scan-line techniques.
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The shadow volume approach
Crow describes the shadow volume approach this

way:'

The third class of shadow algorithm includes shadow
volumes in the hidden-surface computation by adding
their surfaces to the data. Assuming a polygonal object,
the shadow surface is given by planes defined by
contour edges and the light source position. Each such
edge defines a polygon whose boundaries are the edge
itself, the two lines defined by the light source position
and the endpoints of the edge and the bounds of the
field of view [see Figure 1]. The sense of the polygon
must be maintained so that the near surface of a
shadow volume (frontfacing polygons) may be distin-
guished from that far surface (backfacing polygons).
Thus the polygons facing the light source plus the set
of projected shadow polygons for an object define its
shadow volume.
Shadow polygons may be treated just like the rest of

the data when applied to a scan-line, hidden-surface
algorithm; only the shading for visible surfaces must
be handled differently. Shadow polygons are them-
selves invisible, thus they do not count in the deter-
mination of visibility. However, the depth order of
shadow surfaces and visible surfaces determines
shadowing. A frontfacing shadow surface puts any-
thing behind it in shadow while a backfacing shadow
surface cancels the effect of a frontfacing one. For
example, a post or column might cast a shadow surface
consisting of a single polygon pair. Any surface lying
between those two shadow polygons would be in
shadow while surfaces lying in front of or behind both
polygons would be shaded normally.

The algorithms in this class can be divided into
two processes: the creation of shadow volumes (in
object space), and the display of shadows in the
scan-line process (in image space).

The environment
Let us describe the representation of models and

the representation of lights in relation to the new
version.

Representation of models
Most existing shadow algorithms based on a poly-

gonal database assume a well-developed environ-
ment (convex polyhedrons or polygons, for exam-
ple). Limitations vary from one algorithm to an-
other. There is, however, one common restriction:
Every algorithm (except ray tracing) assumes a
planar polygonal database. If the original environ-
ment is not made of planar polygons, the user will
have to subdivide each polygon into triangles before
rendering.
Depending on the polygon, this process may be

costly. It may also give results that are not artisti-
cally satisfying. Moreover, even if the original

a

b
Figure 1. In (a) the normally invisible edges of the
shadow polygons are projected from two spheres
(the second sphere is obscured by the line) lit by
two light sources. In (b) you see the shaded images
resulting from the models and shadow polygons of
(a).

environment has been made planar to avoid sub-
division, the user is forced to build models under
severe and unnatural constraints. If the model is
highly irregular, as in Figure 2, the polygons must
be decomposed into triangular subsections to en-
sure planarity.
Our algorithm does not impose such limitations

on the environment description. The data input
consists of convex or concave, open or closed poly-
hedrons, with or without holes. Each polyhedron
may be composed of convex or concave, planar or
nonplanar polygons, with or without the holes."
Penetration between polygons is allowed. No sub-
division is necessary at any stage during the process.
To use contour edges, the data structure provides

links between adjacent polygons. An edge is shared
by at most two polygons. A polygon observed from
an outside view is defined clockwise.
Note that the shadow volume approach is incor-

porated into an existing scan-line algorithm: the
Bouknight method.12 Since this algorithm already
handles the convex/concave, polygon/polyhedron
cases, as well as penetration between polygons, we
will not discuss those problems.

Representation of lights
Light can be modeled with either parallel or

punctual light sources. Any number of sources can
be defined, each of which may be anywhere in the
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Figure 3. Description of a light.

a

b
Figure 4. In (a) you see a line drawing of a wooden
floor. In (b) the floor is shaded, lit by a light source

with a limited sphere of influence (there is no

antiallasing).

Figure 2. If the models are highly irregular,
as these are, in the old version the polygons
must be decomposed into triangular sub-
usections to ensure planarity. In the new
version this is not necessary.

environment space, including the view volume, and
any shadow volume. A light is defined by five of
what Cook calls appearance parameters'3 (see
Figure 3):

1. Position: An x-y-z point representing its position
2. Intensity: An RGB color representing its in-

tensity
3. Dec-Begin: A real value representing the dis-

tance from Position where Intensity starts to
decrease

4. Light-End: A real value representing the dis-
tance from Position where Intensity is null

5. Decrease: Exponent describing the decrease
between Dec-Begin and Light-End (linear,
exponential, etc.)

We suppose that the lights are not directional;
that is, they distribute energy equally in all direc-
tions. The sphere defined by center Position and
radius Light-End is referred to as the light's sphere
of influence. Figure 4 is an example, a wooden floor
illuminated by a limited light source.

The data structure of a light has more fields used
for internal computations. These fields (see Figure
5) will be explained in more detail later.

The algorithm
Our general version of Crow's algorithm incor-

porates four basic methods:

1. a method for handling both topologically open

and closed models by altering the depth count
2. a method for handling nonplanar polygons
3. a method for determining eye-point's initial

shadow depth (when the eye is in shadow)
4. a limited extent for shadow polygons

By no means, however, does this technique over-

come the shading anomalies in concave polygons or

rotating models.'4
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Open models
To create the shadow volume, we take advantage

of contour edges. An edge is a contour edge when
either of two conditions is true:

1. It lies at the extremes of the surface for open
polyhedrons.

2. It separates front-facing and back-facing poly-
gons where the surface curves behind itself
(the silhouette).

In fact, an edge is theoretically a contour edge only
when it is visible. We will not consider this condi-
tion, since it is computationally expensive to find
such information strictly in object space (where the
contour edges are determined).
A light's depth count is a positive integer that

represents the current depth value when shadow
polygons are pierced. A front-facing polygon adds
+1 to the depth count, while a back-facing shadow
polygon adds -1, canceling the effect of a front-
facing one. The shadow surface depth count going
out of a model's shadow volume must be the same
as when it was first pierced (for a single light
source). This problem does not occur for closed
polyhedrons, since they generate an equal number
of front-facing and back-facing shadow polygons
relative to the viewpoint.
Open polyhedrons, however, may not. Figure 6 is

an example. Here the light source, L, is located near
the reader's point of view, and the open polyhedron
is generating three shadow polygons (SPs). For
clarity we intentionally drop the four SPs generated
by horizontal edges.
The depth counts before the first and after the

last piercing are not the same. One solution is to
introduce a new field in the shadow polygon's
structure, called Nb_C. This value will be added to
the current depth count each time a shadow poly-
gon is pierced. If a shadow polygon is generated
from an edge shared between two polygons (case 2
of contour edge), Nb_C will be +2 (-2 if back-
facing). If the edge is not shared (case 1 of contour
edge), Nb_C will be initialized to 1 (-1 if back-
facing).

In our example Nb_C (SP,) = +2, Nb_C (Sp2) =
-1, and Nb_C (SP3) = -1. In fact the depth count will
always be exactly twice that of Crow's if all poly-
hedrons are closed.

Nonplanar polygons
From the observer's point of view a nonplanar

polygon may look perfectly normal, as in Figure 7a,
but viewed from a particular light source, its edges
may intersect and look like Figure 7b.
A polygon is "L-twisted" if its edges intersect

when viewed from light L A nonplanar polygon

Figure 5. Data structure of a light.

\SPg (Front) SP2 (Back) / ,3(aJ

s\( Now)) r// /

Colun-t = on
_ ~~~N-1 (Crow)

N (New)
Ught L

Figure 6. Open polyhedrons are a problem with
Crow's original algorithm.

Z 3

Z=4

a b

Figure 7. In (a) a nonplanar polygon may look
perfectly normal, but when it is viewed from a
certain angle (b), it is twisted.

may be L-twisted relative to a light source L but
normal to some other light source.
The following straightforward method is used to

decide if a polygon is twisted relative to L:
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(* For the user. *)
Position : Vector;
Intensity : Color;
Dec-Begin: Real;
Light End: Real;
Decrease : Integer;

(* For Internal use. *)
Depth_Count : Integer;
Depth_Count_Start : Integer;
Next : Light;
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Figure 8. Pi is the floor and P2 is an L-twisted
polygon floating in the air.

Figure 9. Linear list for the updating of shadows
cast by twisted polygons.

Figure 10. Reader is located at the light source

position. The total number of pierced polygons to
pass through the volume is always even.

1. A 2D projection of the polygon relative to L is
computed.

2. Each pair of nonadjacent edges is compared to
find if they intersect. This simple 2D computa-

tion has proven efficient, since most of the
polygons have three edges (no comparison),
four edges (two comparisons at most), or five
edges (five comparisons at most).

Imagine a scene with two quadrilateral polygons
P, and P2. Let P, be the "floor" and P2 a nonplanar
polygon floating in the air. The edges of P2 are

denoted by El to E4. The light source L is up in the
air, and P2 is L-twisted. Figure 8 illustrates.
According to the definition of Case 1 of contour

edges (described in earlier in the "Open models"
subsection), each edge of P2 is a contour edge. Thus,
P2 generates four shadow polygons, SP, to SP4.
Because the sense of the shadow polygons is the
same as that of their parent edge, we can say that
SP, and SP3 are opposites relative to the viewpoint.
That is, if SP, is back-facing the viewpoint, then SP2
is front-facing, SP3 is front-facing, and SP4 is back-
facing.
During the display of scan line S, no problem

occurs before reaching pixel F, since from A to C
and E to F there are no shadows when P, is first
encountered (through the z-search), and from C to
E a front-facing polygon is pierced (SP2 before pixel
D, SP3 after), causing a transition into shadows.
Once pixel F is reached, however, and the z-list is

sorted again (SP, is now in front of SP3), we enter
the back-facing polygon SP, first, introducing an

error. This situation occurs only with shadow poly-
gons generated from twisted polygons. It can be
corrected by keeping a shadow flag In-Shadow for
each distinct (L,P) pair, where polygon P is L-
twisted. The implication is that front-facing/back-
facing information Nb_C is useless for shadow poly-
gons generated from an L-twisted polygon. The
penetration of a shadow polygon simply changes
the flag and updates the depth count value
L.Depth_Count by ±1, since the shadow polygons
are generated from open edges.
Assume that In-Shadow is false for L-twisted P2,

and L.Depth_Count = 0. Between pixels Fand G, SP,
is first pierced, setting In-Shadow to true, and
adding 1 to L.Depth_Count (-1 if In-Shadow were

changing from true to false). The identifications of
the light source and the parent polygon are kept in
the shadow polygon structure. We can concatenate
the two IDs to form a key and access the flag in an
independent data structure. Our independent data
structure is a linear list accessed sequentially
(Figure 9). (The In_Shadow_Start flag used for the
eye's initial shadow depth will be explained later.)

This method works for any type of polygon. It
even works for n-sided polygons, which can be
exceedingly L-twisted. As long as the polygon is
closed, the total number of piercings after passing
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through the entire shadow volume is always even
(Figure 10).
The shadows will clearly be consistent with the

shape of the polygon. A highly nonplanar octagon,
for example, will cast a shadow as weird as itself.
Our experience with Tony de Peltrie has shown us
that, even though our method is a general algo-
rithm, the polygons should seldom be defined with
more than six edges, if the model is to be animated
and twisted.

Twisted polygons In a polyhedron
Imagine a situation in which edge E, is shared

between two polygons Pi and P2, the latter being
L-twisted (see Figure 11). Is El a contour edge?
The answer is not clear because we cannot deter-

mine if P2 is front-facing the light source. We do
know, however, that PI is front-facing the light. If
we assume that P2 is front-facing (or back-facing)
the light, then El (or E2) is not a contour edge. The
correct shadow is not cast in either situation, as
Figure 12 shows.
The solution to this problem is to treat each L-

twisted polygon independently by constructing its
own shadow volume (as seen earlier), and to process
the rest of the model (now open) independently.
Thus, if an edge is shared between two polygons Pi
and P2, and at least one of them is L-twisted, it is
actually two edges-Case 1 of contour edges (both
edges not shared).

The eye in shadow
A special case is when the eye is in shadow. If the

frontmost shadow polygon is back-facing, we can
conclude that the eye is in shadow. Unfortunately
the reciprocal is not true. We cannot conclude that
the eye is not in shadow if the first polygon is front-
facing (see Figure 13).
The eye-point-in-shadow procedure presented in

this section is general and complete. In fact, the eye
in shadow can be detected before the scan-line pro-
cess. The first step is to close the shadow volume,
which is made up of three types of polygons:

1. the model's polygons (first end of the volume)
2. shadow polygons generated from the light

source (sides of the volume)
3. shadow polygons created by a scaled and

translated capping model projected to the ex-
tremes of the volume (second end of the
volume)

It is the closing of the shadow volume by the
original model and the projected model's polygons
that ensures the completeness and the generality of
this solution to the eye-point-in-shadow problem.
As we leave the eye, we examine each polygon

(whatever the type) pierced by a ray from the eye

Figure 11. Two views of the same model: (a) from
the eye, and (b) from the light L. P2 is L-twisted.

Figure 12. Exact shadow cast by the model.

Figure 13. We cannot conclude that the eye is not in

shadow if the first polygon is front-facing.

through an arbitrary pixel, say pixel 1 of scan line 1.
Along the way, we keep track of each L.Depth_
Count, and of the shadow flags of each distinct (L,P)
pair, where P is L-twisted. After the process we
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Figure 14. In (a) are four situations with associated
L.Depth_Count-Start values (clockwise from top
left) 0 = -(+1+1-2); 2 = -(-1-1); 2 = -(-2); and 2
= -(-1-1). In (b) is a more complex model with
arbitrary light and eye locations. Note that the
calculated shadow depth is independent of the line
of sight.

initialize L.Depth_Count_Start := - L.Depth_Count,
and L.In_Shadow_Start := L.In_Shadow. The value
of Nb_C when the polygon is pierced, the value that
contributes to the depth count, varies with its type.

Type 1: Polygons of the model (first end)
if polygon facing the light

if polygon facing the eye
Nb_C:= 1

else
Nb_C := -I

else
if polygon facing the eye
Nb_C := -1

else
NbC := 1

Type 2: Shadow polygons forming the sides. These
shadow polygons are generated from the light
source, so Nb_C is independent of their orientation
to the light.
If polygon generated from edge of type I (not
shared)

if polygon facing the eye
Nb_C 1

else
Nb_C:= -1

else
if polygon facing the eye
Nb_C := 2

else
Nb_C := -2

Type 3: Polygons of the projected model (second
end). The Nb_C value of a projected model polygon
varies with its orientation, but it is the inverse of its
physical correspondent (Type 1):
if polygon facing the light

if polygon facing the eye
Nb_C := -1

else
Nb_C:= 1

else
if polygon facing the eye
Nb_C 1

else
Nb_C := -1

Figure 14a shows four situations with their asso-
ciated Depth_Count_Start values. Figure 14b shows
a more complex model with arbitrary light and eye
locations.

Closing the shadow volume permits us to handle
every eye-point-in-shadow situation. The added
polygons do not dramatically increase the memory
in image space, since most of these polygons will
not be scan-converted. Moreover, when the user
knows that the eye is not in shadow, he may use an
option that considerably reduces the number of
shadow polygons in object space: In other words,
Type 3's are useless. In a convex model, the volume
can be closed without using the back-facing (rela-
tive to L) polygons in Types 1 and 3.

Sphere of influence of a light
The intensity of a light is null past its sphere of

influence. That is, the colors of models outside a
sphere of influence are not altered by the intensity
of the light, and naturally the light never casts
shadows on such models. Thus, to optimize memory
allocation, we are truncating shadow volumes out-
side the sphere. Of course, truncating the shadow
volume is of little importance if the scene is enclosed
in the light's sphere of influence. Rendering a city
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with shadows at night, for example, would be ex-
tremely costly without such an optimization. Figure
15 shows an example with models M, and M2, and
light L.
The figure shows that M2 is not altered by L, so

the shadow volume of M, need not include M2. Of
course M2 could be included in the shadow volume
of M, and vice versa for some other light sources.

Theoretically the shadow volume should be
curved-a costly process for polygons. One way to
overcome this cost is to create a simple shadow
volume that includes the theoretical shadow volume
(see Figure 16).
Here the key to the problem is to ensure that the

shadow projection of the closest point of model M
to L (not necessarily a vertex) is lying on the sphere,
or further. The projection formula is as follows:
For each vertex Vof M

Projection := V+ {L.Light.End
(V- L.Position) SD /

where SD = smallest distance between M and
L.Position

It is expensive to compute the exact SD value for
a nonplanar polygonal model. By experience, we
have found that approximating SD by calculating
the smallest distance between the model's bounding
box and L.Position is valuable.

Displaying shadows in image space
The display of shadows is processed by the Bou-

knight scan-line algorithm.2 Basically the Bouknight
approach consists of a y bucket sort on the edges. A
list of active edges, based on scan-line coherence, is
kept in memory. For each scan line, an x sort
(usually a simple bubble or insertion sort) is run on
the active edge list. A z-sorted list of active polygons
is updated while the scan line is being processed.
The first polygon is the visible one. The list does not
have to be updated at each pixel if we capitalize on
point-to-point coherence.
Shadow polygons may be treated just like physi-

cal polygons through the three sorts. The z list is
searched to find the visible polygon (the first non-
shadow polygon). Each time a shadow polygon is
pierced, the shadow state of its parent light is
updated. Nb_C is added to the current light depth
count. If the parent polygon Pis L-twisted, the flag is
changed and if the shadow has been exited, a -1 is
added to the depth count of L; otherwise, a +1 is
added. When the visible polygon is displayed, the
shading model takes into account only those lights
having a null depth count.
The priority list of shadow polygons is searched

only when the visible polygon changes. If a shadow

Shadow volume

Shadow volume
of Ml

M2

Figure 15. Model M, is inside the light's sphere of
influence. M2 is outside the sphere.

Figure 16. A simpler shadow volume that does not
create any shadow artifacts.

polygon is inserted (or deleted) behind the visible
polygon in the z list, no update is done. If the
insertion (or deletion) is in front of the visible
polygon, only the parent light depth count of that
polygon needs to be updated.

Experimentation
A version of this algorithm has been implemented

and tested in Pascal and included in the DADS
graphics package (Digital Animation Display Soft-
ware) designed by Pierre Lachapelle and developed
and programmed by Lachapelle and myself. It runs
under NOS/BE on a CDC Cyber 855. Although
general-purpose, DADS is used mainly for shaded
images for art and entertainment.
Table 2 lists some experiments using the new

shadow algorithm. Corresponding images are
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No.
Scan-Converted

PnIvanng

No.
Scan-Converted
Shadnw Pnlveons

Figure 17. In (a) the bench was done by Philippe Bergeron, Pierre
Lachapelle, and Pierre Robidoux. In (b) Tony de Peltrie was done by
Lachapelle, Bergeron, Robidoux, and Daniel Langlois. In (c) the shoes
were created by Philippe Bergeron. In (d) downtown Montreal was

created by Bernard Guenette.
d

shown in Figure 17. Note that because we do not
know in advance if the eye is in shadow, the
algorithm closes the shadow volume (see earlier
section "The eye in shadow").
Computation times are from implementation on a

Cyber 855. The dashes under "Nb of Scan-Con-
verted Shadow Polygons" indicate that the model

does not generate shadows. Computing resolution
of each image is 2048 X 1536. Because of the
contrast between the models' colors and the ab-
sence of gamma correction, some pictures may

look as though they were were computed at the 512
X 384 screen resolution, but they were not.
Figure 18 presents some additional results.
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Figure 18. In (a) the logo of Universite de Montreal was created by Pierre
Lachapelle. In (b) Tony de Peltrie playing the piano was done by
Lachapelle, Philippe Bergeron, Pierre Robidoux, and Daniel Langlois. In
(c) Tony's hand was created by Lachapelle, Bergeron, Robidoux, and
Langlois. In (d) downtown Montreal was created by Bernard Guenette.

Conclusion
A general version of Crow's shadow algorithm

based on the creation of projected shadow volumes
has been presented. It can easily be incorporated
into an existing scan-line hidden-surface algorithm
of the Bouknight type. The input consists of a

polygonal database. There are no limitations im-
posed on the environment.
Even if the data structure of a shadow polygon is

much smaller than that of a physical polygon (no
normal, no color), the bottleneck of the algorithm is
memory. We have found that a Cyber 855 (very
limited for main memory) is not an ideal environ-
ment for implementing the algorithm. We believe
our method will work best in a virtual memory

environment.
The algorithm leaves considerable room for im-

provement. In particular, more work is needed to
develop shadow casting techniques in scan-line
hidden-surface algorithms involving nonpolygonal
models (fractals,"5 patches,16 particle systems,'7
among others). Also, research should be focused on
casting shadows from a computer-generated object
onto a complex, live-action environment.
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